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Celebrating Orchards 
By Joy Mead 

I wish here to enthuse rather than inform - not so much about practicalities as dreams 

and hopes, a vision to work towards … a celebration. 

Start by imagining the sheer beauty of an orchard in bloom … or wonder at an apple 

in your hand or cherries in a bowl - good to eat, yes – but also nothing short of a miracle . 

 

But what exactly is an orchard?   

A wood - more orderly maybe, but with deciduous trees that perform the same miracle: 

dying in winter, rising again in spring.  Orchards capture people’s imagination as a 

marriage of the cool serenity of woodlands with the ordered abundance of gardens.  

Perhaps an orchard tells the seasons more frankly than most woods: the way it flaunts 

blossoms, drops fruit, feeds masses of creatures besides us.  It demands attention.  You 

can’t not look at an orchard in blossom.  It’s intriguing, mysterious; not darkly brooding, 

warm and welcoming.  

An orchard is a place to share with nature: an important habitat that defies tidy 

categorisation.  It’s not only a wood.  It’s variety is mind-boggling:  grassland, walls, 

hedges, fruit, bark, deadwood.  Biodiversity thrives in places that are themselves 

diverse and have been that way for a long time.  Orchards provide many micro-habitats 

and biodiversity is no less valuable because we encourage it into existence by our hands.  

At their best orchards offer a patchwork attractive to creatures from beetles and bats 

to badgers and butterflies. 

Many orchards are living examples of the way humans and nature have worked 

together for hundreds of years.  Most species, like most people, appreciate places with a 

bit of history to them. 

In orchards we and nature together have created an exuberant and secret 

landscape of groves, tall trees, little ordered woods, spring blossom, shades and greens 

of summer, colours and smells of autumn, mistletoe, bees and hoverflies working on the 

blossom, thrushes and blackbirds and butterflies bargaining over fallen fruit, owl, 

woodpecker, hare, badger, lichens, wild flowers and all the tiny creatures which offer 

the first rungs on the ecological ladder - all specific and distinctive to a locality, to our 

place. 

When orchards are destroyed the loss for local distinctiveness cuts deep.  

Orchards are also places of poetry and story, art and song, for the trees carry 

stories.  Their deep historical and cultural resonance unites communities and has long 

fascinated story-tellers, poets and artists.  Think of the apple, perhaps the symbolic 

champion of all orchard fruits, in stories from Eve in the Garden of Eden, or The Garden 

of the Hesperides (in Greek Mythology), to Snow White and William Tell.  Think of all 

the other stories that involve fruit and orchards; or paintings: Magritte, Cezanne; or 

music: the Cherry Tree Carol.   

Relations with nature and the land are fundamental to our everyday and long term 

well-being.  We all need to engage in activities where nature and culture come together, 

grounded in place.  Orchards are wonderful examples of nature and culture and place.  

Locally many still remember the Black Eagle Cherry, the Prestwood Black, the Polecat 

Pear, the Aylesbury prune, the Bazeley Apple.  When we lose our orchards or our local 

varieties, we lose the stories that go with them. 

 

 
Remains of old orchard at The Polecat, Prestwood 

 

The significance of a place lingers in stories.  Many of these are personal, but many 

are shared.  Identity is bound up with affection for, or popular understanding of, 

features or festivals.   It’s the commonplace that defines identity – locally abundant 

plants, specific building techniques, seasonal recipes. 

An orchard can also be a new beginning for a community – particularly significant 

perhaps for our area. 

 



So what is a Community Orchard?    

It’s a place: 

 for communal fruit growing, food production, tree rearing, festive 

gatherings, playing, quiet contemplation, wild life watching, animal grazing, skill 

sharing, extending knowledge, building responsibility, nurturing biodiversity, 

keeping and extending local varieties, championing local distinctiveness - run by 

and for local people 

 to reinvent for ourselves a relationship with nature and the land which 

is driven by cultural and ecological sensitivity, is about quality of life not profit, 

a new approach to economics 

 to revive an interest in growing fruit for ourselves 

 to provide a way of sharing scientific knowledge and the knowledge 

which is wisdom practised in its place, indigenous understanding and 

expressions of values which need a different language 

 to promote environmental responsibility. 

 

New community orchards are being planted around the country in many different 

forms: school orchards, city orchards , a linear orchard along a cycle track in 

Gloucestershire, an orchard of local varieties around a caravan site in Norfolk, and in 

Leicestershire on land around a community hospital. 

 

What about our own orchard in Prestwood? 

Most of us prefer rambling old orchards.  Ideally we would like to restore an old orchard 

in Prestwood, but we have to wait until the opportunity presents itself.  A new orchard, 

however, can offer other possibilities.  We will need to create our own stories.  Each 

tree we plant will come with its story and come to know its place, and planting a tree is 

not to be undertaken lightly - standard trees can live for hundreds of years. 

The success of a community orchard lies in the local commitment to it,   enthusiasm 

and understanding of what it’s about.  Because the prime purpose is not the production 

of fruit, we have the opportunity to think creatively about what our orchard can and 

should be like.  Will it be a living memory, memorial, reminder, celebration, of the time, 

sixty years ago and more, when Prestwood was a centre for fruit production, especially 

cherries? Will it help preserve old fruit varieties, especially those associated with this 

area and those likely to become extinct?  Will it get local people involved in creating and 

preserving something distinctive to this area, discovering stories, poetry, songs? 

It could be a focal point for the whole village.  A place where different ages and 

backgrounds come together, sharing knowledge and skills. 

And what might happen there? 

Apple Day Celebrations in October 

Open air plays, storytelling, poetry, meetings 

Barbecues, picnics and great feasts 

Climbing and scrumping 
 

Learning outside the classroom 

Beekeeping 

Festivals such as May Day and Wassailing 

Pickings and tastings 

Pruning and grafting days 

Wild life days 

And ….? 

 

An orchard is a wonder of the commonplace and such wonder is vital to our survival.  

Defining beauty as mountains, and richness as rarity, has devalued what is left and 

diminished people’s confidence.  All need to take responsibility for the everyday – 

importance of the commonplace.  Everyday places are as vulnerable as the special.  Places 

are more than physical surroundings: they are a web - a tapestry - of rich 

understandings between people and nature, people and histories, people and neighbours. 

It’s not just about tasty produce.  When you start growing fruit, you enter a world of 

knowledge, accumulated over centuries of amateur experiments.  You must choose the 

right rootstocks and pollinators and learn about bees, birds and caterpillars.  But above 

all you must learn patience.  You must learn to dream.  Growing fruit forces you to think 

ahead, to imagine a sweeter future and then to wait ……..   
 

(Joy Mead is a trustee of Prestwood Nature.) 
 

 
Old orchard cherry beside Green Lane, Prestwood 

 



The Making of an Orchard 
By Tony Marshall 

The aims of the new orchard planned by Prestwood Nature were to: 

 provide a living monument to the time when Prestwood was a centre for fruit 

production, esp. cherries 

 provide a means of preserving old fruit varieties otherwise in danger of 

becoming extinct, especially varieties associated with the local area 

 involve local residents in creating, maintaining and celebrating part of our 

heritage 

 ensure orchards as a wildlife habitat are not lost from the area 

 act as an educational resource to inform the public about the wide variety of 

fruits that were once grown and encourage interest in preserving them. 
 

Background  Orchards grew as a major economic activity of the neighbourhood of 

Prestwood in the second half of the 19th century and through the first half of the 20th 

century.  This was in response to the extension of the railway to High Wycombe and 

Great Missenden, providing quick and ready access for fresh fruit to major markets in 

London and the Midlands.  Before the advent of the trains, fruit-growing was part of the 

self-sufficient domestic economy of local farms, all of which had a small group of fruit-

trees close to the farmhouse, mostly for home consumption.  During this time a number 

of local varieties were developed and these provided the foundation for the expansion of 

orchards to occupy whole fields in the late 19th century.  By the early 20th century the 

centre of Prestwood was dominated by orchards that were so concentrated that char-a-

banc parties were organised from London in spring for people to admire the sight of a 

profusion of trees flounced in white blossom. 

 In the second half of the 20th century competition from abroad with faster and 

widespread transport, and mass fruit production from a smaller number of farms, led to 

the demise of the small local orchard as a viable economic proposition.  Most of the 

former orchards in Prestwood were built over in a major expansion of the population of 

the village in the 1960s to 1980s.  Remnants survive at Collings Hanger Farm, Andlows 

Farm, Greenlands Farm (now Woodlands), the Polecat Inn, and further afield at Little 

Kingshill (Old Orchard), Cobblershill & Holmer Green.  Isolated trees from former 

orchards also survive, mostly in gardens.  Only the first of the above orchards is still 

actively managed and progressively renewed under the management of Wren Davis Ltd, 

and none provides an income.  The only commercial source of fruit now in Prestwood is a 

new collection of modern varieties at Peterley Manor Farm, which has a farm shop and 

PYO facilities, and is very popular.   

It is unfortunately difficult for old fruit varieties to be competitive for a number of 

reasons – they are often not good “keepers” and they may not have good or reliable 

yields.  In many cases, however, they have distinct and strong flavours.  Maintaining 

these different types gives variety to both eating and cooking experiences.  It 

preserves genetic variation important for creating new varieties.  They are also part of  

the local heritage and valued as such by many of the older residents.  It is possible 

that there will come a time when a wider selection of tastes will become more valued and 

some varieties re-emerge as a commercial proposition, at least within the local market, 

with growing concern for the environmental damage caused by long-distance 

transportation.   

Bernwode Plants, based at Ludgershall in Buckinghamshire, have been working with 

George Lewis, a member of Prestwood Nature, to discover surviving old fruit trees in the 

Prestwood area.  Cuttings have been taken from many of these, including Bazeley apples 

(“best of the Lee” - developed at The Lee), Prestwood Black and Nimble Dick cherries, 

and several types of apple and pear at the Polecat. To ensure their survival, however, 

these trees should be planted in as many different sites as possible, avoiding the risk of 

any one site being destroyed. 

 

 
Cherry orchard in Prestwood in the first half of the last century (old postcard) 

 

In the past the prevalence of orchards meant that the whole community was 

associated with them.  Young children were employed as bird-scarers.  Groups of migrant 

workers gathered at fruit-picking time, which also provided employment for local adults.  

No-one could help but admire the spring blossom or the colours of the ripening fruit 

from deep red to black to purple to green to yellow.  Orchards were the economic base 

of the area, as much as wheat-growing and milk-production.  Recipes for dishes like 

cherry pies using local Prestwood Black cherries are still remembered by some of the 

older residents and have been recorded.  The idea of preserving these old orchards is 

one that attracts a great deal of local support even today.  In times when the local 

community tends to be disregarded and superseded by rapid communications of 

international scope, the establishment of a community orchard is a means of re-creating 

that lost sense of place and belonging.  The old celebrations at harvest times with “fruit 

pie suppers” and so on could still attract communal participation. 

 



Incidental to the maintenance of orchards over a substantial period of time and 

space was the growth of an ecological community of wildlife suited to the special 

opportunities and niches they supplied.  The bullfinch is a particular denizen of orchards 

and remains locally common in Prestwood today.  The only site for the parsley-like plant 

“corky-fruited water-dropwort” in the county is in the old orchard at Collings Hanger 

Farm in Prestwood.  The early decay of old fruit trees, compared to the longer life-times 

of such trees as oak and beech, provide early niches for wood-boring insects, many now 

very rare.  Two species of the bright red cardinal beetle, for instance, whose larvae live 

in decaying wood, are common in Prestwood.  Older fruit trees also support a variety of 

fungi, like the bright yellow Chicken-of-the-Woods.  Without the preservation of the 

few existing orchards and establishment of further sites for the future, these species 

will die out locally. 

When it started in 2004, Prestwood Nature published a “Local Biodiversity Action 

Plan for the Parish of Prestwood”.  Of the hundred or so potential areas of action 

identified, a vote by members placed the creation of a community orchard as one of the 

three highest priorities, with pond restoration and hedgerow maintenance.  The search 

for a suitable site with a sympathetic landowner has continued from that time, 

culminating in May 2008 with an agreement to use the current site. 
 

Location  The site is an area of improved grassland that is part of the allotments at 

Greenlands Lane, Prestwood, easily accessible to residents near one edge of the built-up 

area.  It was part of Kiln Common in the 19th century, small meadows and a brickyard 

abutting cottages on the north side of the village.  The area was covered by orchards 

(mainly cherry) in the early 20th century.  They were destroyed in the expansion of 

Prestwood in the late 20th century as a residential area, the allotments comprising the 

only surviving green space, owned by the Stoke Mandeville and Other Parishes Charity, 

from which it is rented by Great Missenden Parish Council.   

 The 3-acre site has allotments and a small area of rough grass on the northern 

half.  The southern half was all regularly mown improved grassland of no wildlife interest 

and mainly kept as an area for children’s play.  The proposed location for the orchard is 

at the Greenlands Lane end of this grassland, leaving the other end as a play area.  

Housing abuts the site on the southern and eastern sides, separated by hedges or 

wooden fences, and a public footpath passes through the grassland area. 
 

Creation and management of the orchard  In November 2008 we planted 30 trees (12 

cherries, 10 apples, 5 pears and 3 plums) with the help of members and other local 

residents.  The trees were bought mainly from Bernwode Plants, some propagated from 

Prestwood cuttings.  They include rare local varieties (some only represented by one 

surviving old tree), and further varieties associated with the region in the past will be 

reintroduced in later years.  Some more common trees are included as pollinators, many 

of the old varieties depending on cross-pollination.  Each tree has a small plaque with the 

name of the variety.  This is important in order to ensure that the identity of each tree 

is not lost and so that attention can be directed to each variety according to its needs. 

 George Lewis, who is acting as overall warden, has taken training in pruning.  

Management will be based on organic principles, avoiding the use of harmful chemicals.  

The aim will not be to maximize fruiting or to achieve totally unblemished fruit, but to 

preserve local varieties, provide an educational resource for residents of the area and 

visitors from further afield, and a site congenial to wildlife and native plants. 

 The land beneath the trees will be left to grass, but is being planted with native 

spring bulbs (eg wild daffodil) and local wildflowers (cowslips, knapweed, scabious, 

betony, etc) to attract butterflies and other insects, as well as creating an attractive 

scene.  Apart from the immediate vicinity of each tree while it is becoming established, 

the grass will be mown only in the autumn.  
 

 
Planting the new orchard, Kiln Common, Prestwood – photo David Lund 

 

 Once the trees have matured to bear significant fruit, harvesting will be 

undertaken by volunteers at appropriate times according to the different varieties.  

Harvesting will be facilitated by the fact that all trees will be on dwarfing-stock and not 

become too tall.  “Harvest suppers” using pies made by local residents from fruit in the 

orchard will be held on two festival days that coincide with the main harvest times for 

cherries and apples respectively.  Another festival day might be held in the spring at the 

optimum blossom time.  The public will have free access to the orchard at all times.  

While this could make the orchard vulnerable to damage, this chance has to be weighed 

against the intention to create a real community facility in which local residents can take 

pride and ownership.  It is therefore accepted that some fruit will be picked casually by 

visitors.  This is seen as an advantage in that it will forward the educational aims of re-

introducing people to the variety of fruit that was once available. 

 (Tony Marshall was Secretary of Prestwood Nature and one of the originators of the 
orchard project.) 



 

Some of the Fruit Varieties at Kiln Common Orchard 
Cherries 

C1, 2  Alba Heart  Well-known in Bucks early 20thC, a local speciality. Middle flowering. 
Medium-sized juicy black cherry. 
C3  August Heart  Old Bucks variety. Late flowering, ripens late August. Large juicy 
black cherry with red flesh. 
C4  CassiaTraditional Bucks variety. Middle flowering. Medium size black. 
C5  Ronald’s ( or Reynold’s) Heart Local Bucks variety.  Late middle flowering. Large 
heart-shaped, nearly black with paler stripes, red flesh. 
C6  Prestwood Black  Another variety discovered by George Lewis in Mr Randall’s garden, 
an old tree near the end of its life. Well-known locally but not elsewhere. Middle 
flowering. Black dessert cherry.] 
C7  Strang Loggie  Once common in Bucks although originally from Channel Isles. Middle-
late flowering. Very large dark red juicy cherry. 
 [Smoky Dun] 

C8, 12 Bigarreau Gaucher 

C9  Merton Glory 

C10  Black Eagle  Discovered in Prestwood by George Lewis in garden of Maurice Randall. 
Middle flowering. Large sweet black fruit.] 
C11  White Heart  Local Bucks variety once common in Prestwood. Late flowering. 
Medium heart-shaped red and white cherry with yellow flesh. 
Others we hope to plant in future include: Nimble Dick, Bedford Prolific, Lester, Morello 

and Archduke. 
 

 
Cherry blossom 

 

Apples 

A1  Bazeley  “Best of the Lee”. Rare old Bucks variety discovered by Susan Cowdy at The 
Lee and George Lewis in Prestwood. Traditionally used for mincemeat. Medium green 
cooker turning yellow. Pick in October & store. 
A2, 3  Long Reinette  Another variety local to The Lee, where one old tree alone 
survives. Medium dessert apple, green with red streaks, with elongate shape. 

 

A4, 5  Underwood Pippin  Old tree now fallen discovered in Old Orchard, Wotton 
Underwood.  Dessert apple ripening from mid-September, not long lasting. Medium green 
with reddish/yellowish streaks. 
A6  Wootton Costard  From same orchard as last. May be the same as the Costard, the 
first recorded English apple.  Good cooker for pies which can be eaten later in the 
season. Heavily ribbed, greenish yellow with amber or red patches. Ripe end of October. 
Attractive blossom. 
A7  Cox’s Orange Pippin  Developed by Richard Cox of Colnbrook 1825. 
A8, 9 English Codlin  

A10  Lemon Pippin 

Others we hope to plant include: Arthur Turner, Cox’s Pomona, Feltham Beauty, and 

Langley Pippin. 

 Pears 

P1, 5  Hazel/Hessle  Discovered by Prestwood Nature at the Polecat Inn, where the fruit 
is still used to make pear crumble.  Excellent eater with distinct flavour. Ripe early 
September. 
P2  Capability Pear  Old pear from Old Orchard, Wotton Underwood. Small round apple-
like fruit, green going golden. Ripe mid-October. 
P3, 4  Williams Bob Chretien 

(Other possibilities for later planting: Blaze, Vicar of Winkfield.) 

 

 
Old apple at Collings Hanger Farm orchard 

 

Plums 

M1  Lodge Cherry Plum  Old Bucks variety. Small golden.  Early flowering. 
M2  Stewkley Red  Bucks variety from Stewkley, Leighton Buzzard and Aston Abbotts. 
Weeping habit. Large dessert plums, yellow with red marks, ripe mid-August. 
M3  Old Greengage (Reine Claude)  Although introduced from Armenia, much grown 
formerly in W Europe. Medium green fruit flushed amber.  Middle flowering, fruiting 
from late August. 
Others we hope to plant in future include: Aylesbury Prune, Lodge Prune, North Hills 

Damson, Tram Hill Damson and Langley Bullace. 
 



 

 

 
Camberwell Beauty butterfly 

Andlow’s orchard, Prestwood 

2006 

 

 

 
Apples in Polecat orchard 

 

 

 
John Parker’s old Prestwood 

cherry ladder; photo Ian Taylor 
 

 

 

Apples 
 

I have a sort of dream 

of a hidden orchard and the soft air 

of a late summer evening. 

Butterflies feast on fallen fruit. 

 

In the fading light, I reach up 

and hold an apple 

in my hand. 

It rests there 

against the stars 

just visible 

through the branches. 

 

I smell its sharp-sweet flesh, 

sense its mystery. 

 

I’m holding life and legends 

in one hand. 

 

Apples were there at the beginning 

before words, 

before they took their place 

in story. 

 

Inside this red-gold globe  

are tiny storehouses for the heady 

of orchards in full bloom 

and the flowering of human dreams 

 

Once monks were buried in orchards. 

Imagine a graveyard in blossom time. 

How could you not believe 

in resurrection? 

 

 

©Joy Mead 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Nimble Dick cherry discovered in Prestwood 2007 

 

 
Cherry-plum, Little Kingshill 

 

 
Old Orchard, Little Kingshill, March 2007; photo Joy Mead 



Kiln Common Orchard was funded by Awards for All, a fund of the 

National Lottery. 

 

The following sponsored individual trees for the initial planting: 
Angela de Muynck; Bernwode Plants; David, Robert, Susie, Clare & Sophie 

Hopper; Frank & Rita Fermor; George Lewis; Heather & David Lund; Helen & 

Steven Ridlington-White; Helen Matthews; Hilary J Reeves; Ian Hawkins; Jill 

Peedle; John & Carol Gladwin; Joy & Ian Mead; Karen Stone; Lesley Stoner; Paul 

and Stella Moore; Paula Taylor; Susan Graham; Tina & Tony Ransome; Tony 

Elderfield; Tony Marshall; Virginia Deradour. 

 

The Stoke Mandeville and Other Parishes Charity and Great 

Missenden Parish Council kindly provided land for the orchard. 

Bernwode Plants provided most of the stock of rare varieties. 

Plaques for each tree were made by Signarama. 

 

Particular thanks go to George Lewis who has assiduously sought 

out surviving examples of old fruit varieties in the area and taken 

cuttings so that they could be propagated before they died out. 

 

The work of the national charity Common Ground in promoting 

community orchards has been an inspiration.  You can find out 

more about their activities on www.commonground.org.uk. 

 

If you would like to sponsor a fruit tree for further plantings at 

Kiln Common Orchard, contact ecorocker@gmail.com for a list of 

available trees and prices.  A £5 discount is available to Prestwood 

Nature members. 

 

 
 

First published 2009 

Photos by Tony Marshall unless otherwise stated. 

 

HOW TO FIND US 
Access to Kiln Common Orchard is by footpath from Greenlands Lane, Prestwood.  It can also be 

reached by path from Kiln Road.  There is no local parking but facilities exist in Prestwood High 

Street.  The nearest railway station is in Great Missenden, from which it is a 20-minute walk up the 

hill, or take a bus to Chequers Corner.  There are also bus-services from High Wycombe. 
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